
Lab 2 for DD1368 (version: 14:37 on Monday 4th March, 2013)

You sit in a (plush) central office that has an Internet connected server running a database sys-

tem. Meanwhile you have an empire of kiosks in various citiesaround the world performing money

transfers. The routine is that a sender plunks down cash (in the local currency) at a kiosk, sending

money to a recipient customer at a destination kiosk. Senders must identify themselves via a passport.

Recipients must also present a passport to collect cash (in the local currency) at (only) the specific

destination kiosk. Each kiosk has two accounts, both in the local currency: (1) anoperating account

– senders deposit into this account, recipients draw from this account; (2) arevenue account which

accumulates via a 1% fee on each outgoing money transfer.

Kiosk tellers book money transfers via an interface to the database running at the central office. In

addition to representing basic kiosk address information,this database keeps a record of the accounts

of each kiosk, as well as logging the money transfers: each money transfer must have a unique id,

a sender, a recipient, an associated time stamps and a recordof it’s status: incomplete (waiting for

the recipient to collect) orcomplete. For international money transfers the central office performs

currency exchanges on a spread.

1. Draw an entity-relationship diagram for the database running at the central office.

2. Design and implement a database schema reflecting your conceptual model. You may use any

relational database system you wish.

3. Write a client (GUI or command-line interface) for kiosk tellers (in either Java, C, PHP, etc.) that

lets tellers book money transfers, list transfers to a recipient, record recipient payout, list the

kiosk’s accounts, etc.

Demonstration scenario

Build a simple initial database state and demonstrate client operations to capture the following sce-

nario: Rob Slater with US Passport number 31195855 sends 10,000 USD from the kiosk on 123 State

street in Chicago to Fredrik Sträng with Swedish Passport number 790313-2391 to the kiosk at 324

Kungsgatan, Stockholm. At about the same time Gerlinde Kaltenbrunner with German passport num-

ber K232JK2K2 sends Fredrik Sträng 15,000 Euros from the Berlin kiosk at 545 Berkerberker strasse

to the kiosk at 324 Kungsgatan. The initial operating accounts of the three kiosks are 10,000,000

SEK, 100,000 Euros and 10 USD respectively. None of them havebooked any revenues yet. You

exchange 6.5 SEK for 1 USD and exchange .14 USD for 1 SEK. Likewise you exchange 9.5 SEK for

1 Euro and exchange .1 Euro for 1 SEK.

Run three instances of the kiosk agent client, representingeach kiosk in this scenario. Click the

process order buttons on the German and American GUIs (or command-line interfaces) at the same

time. Then let us see if all goes well and everyone (includingFredrik) gets the right amount of money.
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